LCC for Guitar – Acknowledgements

I would like to give thanks to the individuals who inspired me to undertake this work.
Thanks for sharing the ideas and opening the window for me. It has opened up some new
musical enthusiasm in my life and I every day I ponder more and more tonal possibilities.
Special thanks go to:
Dr. Reed Gratz – thank you for your infinite patience and wisdom and thank you for
creating the course and allowing me to explore this concept in my own way without a
fear of a lack of understanding due to academic deadlines. Supreme thanks to the revered
Dr. George Russell who came up with and invented this concept.
A very deep thanks to all the great musicians who have embraced the ideas contained
within the Lydian Chromatic Concept: John McLaughlin, Allan Holdsworth, Kieth
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This book is written primarily for guitarists however I am hopeful that anyone can pick it
up and start to work with it. It is not designed in any way to replace George Russell’
book as that would be presumptuous and impossible to think of, however it is intended to
help the guitarist better understand the concept rather than be put off by its complexities.
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Chromatic Concept but find Russell’s book a bit too intimidating and the notion of
studying it and interpreting it too daunting a task for mortals. Please pass through my
gate – I am here to help all those who have a sincere interest. Thanks to all.
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